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Abstract— This paper presents HotZone, an algorithm to

place replicas in a wide-area network such that the client-
to-replica latency is minimized. Similar to the previously

proposed HotSpot algorithm, HotZone places replicas on
nodes that along with their neighboring nodes generate

the highest load. In contrast to HotSpot, however, HotZone
provides nearly-optimal results by considering overlapping

neighborhoods. HotZone relies on a geometric model of

Internet latencies, which effectively reduces the cost of
placing � replicas among � potential replica locations

from �����	��
 to ���������������������������
�
 .
Index Terms— Large-scale Distributed Systems, Replica

Placement, Latency Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Replication is commonly employed by modern dis-

tributed systems to improve the communication delay

experienced by their clients. Such systems typically

deploy several replicas of their service in different parts

of the Internet and automatically redirect each client

to its proximal replica [1]. Doing that can significantly

improve the communication delay between the client and

the service, resulting in a better client experience.

An important issue that must be addressed before a

service can be replicated is where to place replicas.

Different replica placements are likely to result in differ-

ent client-experienced communication delay, hence this

decision is crucial for the performance of the entire

system.

Several algorithms have been proposed to address the

replica placement problem [2]. The Greedy algorithm,

for example, places replicas one-by-one, each time ex-

haustively evaluating all the possible replica locations. It

has been shown to produce very good placements, yet its

computational cost is quite large:  	!#"%$�&('*) , where " is

the number of replicas, and & is the number of potential

replica locations. Another algorithm, called HotSpot,

places replicas on nodes that along with their neighbors

generate the greatest load. It has a slightly lower compu-

tational cost:  +!#& '-,/.1032 !#&4$�576�89& , "4$:&();) . On the

other hand, its produced placements are not as good as

those of Greedy. The high computational cost of these

two algorithms prevents them from scaling for systems

with more than <>=@? potential replica locations [2]. This

bound is unacceptable for current worldwide replicated

systems, as they need to consider at least <>=9A of such

locations [1].

We propose to reduce the time needed for placement

computation by taking a two-step approach. The first

step is to select network regions where replicas should

be placed. A network region is a group of nodes whose

latencies to each other are relatively low. Other properties

of nodes, such as the available storage space, network

connection bandwidth, and availability, are irrelevant at

this stage. This simplification is likely to accelerate the

corresponding region-selection algorithm, especially if

the latencies are modeled efficiently.

Once the network regions have been identified, the

second step is to choose individual replica-holding nodes

in different regions. This time, however, it is possible to

consider all the factors ignored during the first step, as

the number of nodes in a region is much smaller. Note

that this two-step approach prioritizes client-to-replica

latency over the other metrics. Since these metrics tend

to be node-specific, we believe that it is not necessary

to consider them at the global level.
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This paper proposes HotZone, an algorithm that ad-

dresses the first step, that is the identification of the

regions where replicas should be placed. For evaluation

purposes, we assume that the second-step algorithm

simply selects the node with minimal average distance

to all other nodes in the region.

HotZone relies on the fact that Internet latencies can

be modeled in an � -dimensional geometric space [3]. In

this model, nodes are assigned � -dimensional coordi-

nates. The latencies between any two nodes are modeled

as the distance between their corresponding coordinates.

HotZone identifies network regions as groups of nodes

with proximal coordinates and places replicas in the most

active regions. In this way, it avoids the costly pairwise

latency estimations between all potential replica loca-

tions. This reduces the computational cost of HotZone

to  	!#& $ .���� !#5#6 8 &���" );) , which is significantly lower

than those of the previously proposed algorithms.

We compare HotZone with four other algorithms,

including Greedy and HotSpot. We show that the place-

ment quality offered by HotZone is on average off by

5% from that of Greedy. We also show that HotSpot does

not produce satisfactory results when directly applied to

node coordinate sets, and discuss how a simple modifi-

cation can make this algorithm achieve the performance

close to that of HotZone, although its computation cost

remains unsatisfactory. Finally, we demonstrate that the

lower complexity of HotZone leads to significant gains

in placement computation times, up to 3 orders of

magnitude when placing 20 replicas.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Sec-

tion II discusses relevant research efforts. Section III

describes the details of our replica placement algorithm,

and analyzes its computational complexity. Section IV

evaluates the algorithm performance. Finally, Section V

concludes.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Replica Placement

Many replica placement algorithms have been pro-

posed in the literature [2]. In general, their goal is to

either optimize the client performance given an existing

infrastructure, or minimize the infrastructure cost while

achieving given client performance at the same time.

This performance goal can be expressed by means of

many different metrics, but placement algorithms typi-

cally optimize only one of them: client-to-replica latency.

Since it corresponds to the actual communication delay

experienced by the client, it is also likely to determine

the client-observed performance.

Several placement algorithms try to optimize the

client-to-replica latency by minimizing the hop count

between clients and replicas [4], [5]. The underlying

assumption is that the latency of a network path mainly

depends on the number of individual links that this path

consists of. Optimizing hop counts is attractive, because

they are relatively stable and easy to measure [6]. On the

other hand, the accuracy of hop-based latency estimation

is relatively poor [7].

Since the replica placement problem is NP-complete,

placement algorithms optimize their chosen metrics by

means of heuristics [8]. An example of such a heuristic is

the Greedy algorithm, which determines replica locations

one-by-one [9]. It starts with exhaustively evaluating all

possible locations for the first replica, and then choosing

the location yielding the best performance. The subse-

quent replicas are placed in the same manner, except

that starting from the second replica, all the previously

placed replicas are considered to be fixed during metric

calculation. Greedy can be used to optimize any metric.

When optimizing the hop count metric, the Greedy

algorithm produces placements that have been shown to

be within a factor of 1.5 of those yielding optimal client

performance.

The computational complexity of the Greedy algo-

rithm is  	!#" $>& ' ) , where " is the number of replicas

to be placed and & is the number of potential replica

locations. In a large-scale distributed system, & can be

very large, leading to long-lasting computations. In such

cases, the value of & can be reduced by clustering [10].

However, even relatively coarse-grained clustering may

be unable to reduce & to a value for which the Greedy

algorithm can be run efficiently. For example, clustering

based on Autonomous Systems typically groups nodes

into a few thousands of Autonomous Systems, which

means that the Greedy algorithm still has to perform
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millions of latency estimations to place a single replica.

Another heuristic, called HotSpot, places replicas on

nodes that generate the greatest load [9]. It first orders

the nodes according to the amount of traffic generated

jointly by each node and its neighboring nodes. Then,

it places replicas on the first " nodes with the most

active neighbors. Being a neighbor node is defined in

terms of some network distance metric. For example,

a node can consider all nodes whose latency is less

than � milliseconds to be its neighbors. The placements

produced by the HotSpot algorithm have been shown

to be within a factor of 1.6 – 2.0 of the optimal one

when optimizing on the hop count metric. Compared to

the Greedy algorithm, the drop in efficiency is traded

for only a slightly more attractive complexity, which is

 	!#& ' , .1032 !#&4$�576�89& , & $�" );) . This can still be too

much for globally-distributed systems.

Since several heuristics are capable of producing a

placement decision, it may be desirable to dynamically

select the one that produces the best results for a given

system topology and workload [8]. A naive solution

could be to choose the best heuristic after simulating

all the possible ones. This is often infeasible, as such

a simulation is costly in terms of time and computing

resources. Additionally, heuristic selection may have to

be performed every time the system workload changes.

A promising alternative for costly heuristic simula-

tions is model-based heuristic analysis [8]. The authors

propose to model each placement heuristic in terms of

an integer programming formulation of the replica place-

ment problem. It is then possible to calculate an upper

bound for the performance offered by each heuristic

given a system topology, a workload, and a performance

goal. Assuming that the actual performance of a heuristic

is close to the upper bound, one may select the best

heuristic as the one with the highest upper bound.

The model-based heuristic analysis may accelerate

the process of heuristic selection by saving the time

otherwise needed for heuristic simulations. However, it

is still required that all the heuristics are modeled and

exhaustively evaluated, which can still be too costly,

especially in the case of large systems. Moreover, if

the number of constraints that must be considered by

an algorithm is low, we may be able to identify a

heuristic that invariably produces near-optimal results. In

that case, the two phases required by the model-based

analysis may simply turn out to be redundant.

B. Latency Estimation

Latency-driven replica placement algorithms require

that latencies between each pair of nodes can be es-

timated. A naive approach could be to let each node

measure its latencies to all the other nodes. However, this

may be infeasible if the number of nodes in the system

is large, or if some of them remain out of the system’s

control. For example, in a Content Delivery Network,

most of the nodes are Web clients, which typically cannot

be controlled by the CDN operator.

A promising technique for latency estimation has been

proposed in GNP, which models the Internet as an

� -dimensional space [11]. GNP estimates the latency

between any pair of nodes as the Euclidean distance be-

tween their corresponding � -dimensional coordinates.

A typical value for � is 6. The coordinates of node �
are calculated based on the measured latencies between

� and � designated “landmark” nodes, where � is

slightly larger than � . Consequently, estimating pair-

wise latencies between & nodes requires much fewer

measurements ( & $�� ) than in the naive approach (
�
' & ' ).

The GNP authors show that, in 90% of cases, the

latency estimations derived from their system satisfy the

following constraint:

'�����
	�����
���������
����������������
�
' ���
	�����
����

where ���
	�����
���� and ����������������� denote the observed

and estimated latency, respectively. This relatively large

error margin limits the applicability of GNP to systems

that can tolerate such estimation inaccuracies. Since our

algorithms operates on groups of nodes, it does not

require high estimation precision. Consequently, we can

rely on GNP to provide latency estimations at low cost.

Apart from facilitating latency estimation, the coor-

dinates produced by GNP can also be used for node

clustering [12]. Node clustering reduces the number

of nodes that an algorithm must process as it treats

each group as a single node. Since nodes with similar
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GNP coordinates are supposed to have minimal latency

between them, coordinate-based clustering is natural in

latency-optimizing systems.

In our earlier work, we have demonstrated that a sys-

tem of distributed cooperating Web servers can employ

GNP to locate Web clients such that the positioning

application is completely transparent to the clients [3].

In the next sections, we show how such a system can

efficiently calculate nearly-optimal replica placements.

III. ALGORITHM

The goal of a replica placement algorithm is to deter-

mine which nodes should host replicas. While choosing

these nodes, the algorithm optimizes on a certain metric,

such as client-to-replica latency. Deciding on replica

placement, however, typically requires that other factors

are considered as well, such as the amount of storage

space available at candidate replica-holding nodes, or

their network connection speed.

To solve this problem, we take a two-step approach.

The first step is to select network regions where replicas

should be placed. A network region is a group of

nodes whose latencies to each other are relatively low.

Since other node properties are irrelevant for region

selection, only the relative latencies between nodes must

be analyzed at this stage.

Once the network regions have been identified, the

second step is to choose individual nodes that shall

act as replica servers in different regions. During node

selection, we consider various node-specific factors ig-

nored during the region selection. However, because

node selection takes place inside a region, the number

of nodes that must be considered is much smaller, which

makes the problem easier to solve. Note that this two-

step approach prioritizes client-to-replica latency over

any other metrics that depend on node-specific factors,

which is in line with the overall goal of latency-driven

replica placement.

We discuss in detail the region-selection algorithm,

called HotZone, in the following sections. The comple-

mentary algorithm for node selection within a region is

currently under development. For evaluation purposes,

we assume that it simply chooses the node with minimal

average distance to all other nodes in the region.

A. Region Selection

HotZone places replicas in network regions based

on the relative latencies between nodes. Essentially, it

works similar to the HotSpot algorithm: it first identifies

network regions, then orders the regions according to the

load they generate, and finally places replicas one-by-

one in subsequent regions starting from the most active

region. Placing a replica inside a heavily-loaded network

region seems to be attractive, as it should improve the

access latency for a large number of requests.

Identifying network regions means determining groups

of nodes whose latencies to each other are relatively

low. In general, it would require analyzing all pair-

wise latencies between nodes, which is likely to be

computationally expensive in large-scale systems.

To reduce the computational overhead, we identify

network regions based on node coordinates produced

by GNP. Recall that GNP approximates the latency

between two nodes with the distance between their cor-

responding coordinates in an � -dimensional Euclidean

space. The main observation we make at this point

is that node coordinates are not uniformly distributed

over the Euclidean space. Moreover, each cluster of

node coordinates denotes a highly concentrated group

of nodes whose latencies between each other are very

low. It is therefore natural to identify network regions by

determining clusters of node coordinates in the Euclidean

space.

A question remains how to identify and measure

coordinate clusters. To this end, we split the entire � -

dimensional space into cells of identical size. A cell is an

� -dimensional hypercube whose edge length is equal to

some fixed value � . Each cell is uniquely defined by its

center point. Because of the geometric properties of our

space partition, the coordinates of each center point are

!������ � , �
' � ����� ���	����
 , �

' � )
for some values of � � , where 0 ranges from 1 to � . We

identify each cell by means of the integer-valued vector

!�� � ����� ���
 ) yielding the center point of that cell. The

density of a cell is defined as the number of nodes whose

coordinates fall within that cell. Note that this definition

can easily be extended to support different node weights
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Split Cluster

Non−split Cluster

Fig. 1. Split and non-split coordinate clusters in a 2-dimensional

space

depending on the load generated by each node. To

calculate the densities of all cells, the coordinates of each

node ! � � ����� � � 
 ) are mapped to their corresponding cells

!�� � ����� ���
 ) according to the formula

� ��� �
� ��� ��� 0 � < ����� � �

In this way, & nodes can be mapped into their corre-

sponding cells in  +!#&/) time.

In a straightforward approach to the cluster identifi-

cation problem, we could treat each cell as a potential

cluster, and place replicas in the most dense cells only.

However, a problem that arises at this point is that

clusters may span multiple cells. This happens when cell

boundaries divide a coordinate cluster into several parts

with each part falling into a different cell (see Figure 1).

A split cluster is less likely to be given a replica, since

each of its parts can be too little to overweigh smaller,

but undivided clusters. This could lead to suboptimal

performance of our algorithm.

To alleviate the problem of split clusters, we introduce

the notion of a zone. Each zone is uniquely defined by

a cell, and consists of that cell plus all the immediate

neighboring cells. Each zone contains therefore � 
 cells

in total. In other words, a zone is a group of adjacent

cells, which together form a hypercube with edge length

� � . Each zone shares its center point with the cell that

defines that zone. We define the density of a given zone

as the sum of the densities of all its member cells. Since

zones do overlap, the density of a single cell contributes

to the densities of several zones.

Operating on zones instead of cells does not com-

pletely solve the problem of split coordinate clusters,

because coordinate clusters can still be large enough to

be scattered over several disjoint zones. We return to

this issue below, when discussing how to choose the cell

edge length � .

When expressed in terms of zones, HotZone works

similar to the Greedy algorithm. In every iteration, it

identifies the most dense zone, marks this zone as a

“replica holder,” and removes all the node coordinates in

this zone so that they are not considered in the remaining

iterations. In this way, we implicitly assign the removed

nodes to the replica that is currently being placed. More

importantly, however, we reduce the possibility that

replica-holding zones overlap, as empty cells are unlikely

to fall within a zone considered to be dense. This ensures

that all the replica-holding zones together cover as many

node coordinates as possible, and that the replicas are

ultimately placed in different parts of the system.

B. Cell Size Choice

The notion of zone allows us to reduce the problem

of identifying coordinate clusters to that of identifying

cells that yield dense zones. Note that there is no one-

to-one correspondence between zones and coordinate

clusters. Depending on the cell edge length � , a zone

can contain several coordinate clusters, or a coordinate

cluster can be scattered over multiple disjoint zones.

Therefore, selecting the value of � plays a key role for

the efficiency of HotZone.

There are two factors on which the cell edge length �
should intuitively depend. The first factor that influences

it is the number of replicas " . Recall that HotZone ef-

fectively splits the entire space into " parts, and assigns

each part to a different replica. The larger the value of

" , the smaller the parts should be that are produced by

the algorithm. Given how HotZone works, each such part

should ideally be identified as a separate zone. The cell

edge length � should therefore be inversely proportional

to the number of replicas " , which is given to HotZone

as a parameter.

The second factor that should affect the cell edge
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length � is the distribution of node coordinates in the

space. Since we are using zones to identify coordinate

clusters, it is natural that the cell size depends on the

typical cluster size. For example, if most node coor-

dinates fall in a small number of dense clusters, then

these clusters can be identified with a small cell edge

length � . On the other hand, if node coordinates are

more evenly dispersed over the entire space, then the

cell edge length � must be longer. This is because the

number of nodes falling in a single zone must be large

enough to ensure that all the zones can be unambiguously

ranked according to their density. Only then can HotZone

correctly determine the most dense zones where replicas

should be placed.

Coordinate distribution can be represented in different

manners. We decided to use the average distance be-

tween node coordinates, as it is easy to calculate. Note

that calculating the average distance typically requires

calculating the distances between the coordinates of each

node pair. This would require  	!#&/' ) operations, which

we strive to avoid. In our case, however, it is enough to

compute a good estimate of the average distance, as the

positioning procedure itself is imperfect.

To obtain an estimate of the average distance, we

calculate the average distance between an incrementally-

growing number of node coordinates until the resulting

value stabilizes. Determining the stabilization point is

not trivial, as the computed value changes up until all

the node coordinates have been considered. However, as

it turns out, if we take node coordinates in a random

order, then the incrementally-computed values quickly

converge to the actual average distance.

More formally, we iteratively compute the average

distance ��� between an incrementally-growing number

of nodes � :

� � � '��� �
��� � � �

�
���
	�� �

 0���� �92���� !��+! 0 ) ���+!��9);)

where �+!�� ) denotes the coordinates of � -th node in a

randomly-ordered table. We determine the stabilization

point by checking whether the value of ��� has stabilized

over the last 100 iterations. To do so, every 10 iterations,

we calculate the difference between the maximum and

minimum value of ��� that has occurred within the last
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Fig. 2. Incremental calculation of the average inter-node distance

100 iterations, and verify whether it is less than some

threshold value � :

.�� � !�� ������� ����� ��� � )� .1032 !�� ������� ����� ��� � )"!#�

If the threshold is exceeded, then we increase � and

proceed with the next 10 iterations. Otherwise, we treat

�$� as our estimate of the average distance.

We verified this method on a sample data set that

contained 5728 node coordinates calculated in a 6-

dimensional space. The positioned nodes were the Web

clients that accessed our departmental Web server be-

tween the 1st and 30th of November 2003. The node

coordinates were produced by SCoLE, which essentially

runs a GNP instance in cooperation with a number of

other hosts, acting as landmarks [3]. We configured

SCoLE to cooperate with landmarks deployed on 12

different PlanetLab nodes [13].

According to our experiments, the value of ��� con-

verges after � � <@<@<>= iterations when estimating the

average distance between 5728 node coordinates with

the � value set to 10 (see Figure 2). As we show in

Section IV, similar numbers of iterations are sufficient

to calculate the average inter-node distance also for

significantly larger sets of node coordinates.

In order to discover how the number of replicas and

the average inter-node distance contribute to the cell edge

length � , we empirically determined the optimal values

of � in a wide range of scenarios. We then used non-

linear regression to determine a function which outputs

a good value of � for any combination of " and � .

Considering that � is expected to be inversely propor-

tional to the number of replicas " , and proportional to
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the average distance � , we decided to investigate the

following family of functions:

� ��� $ ����
where � and � are the coefficients that we need to

determine.

To obtain the optimal values of � , we repetitively

applied HotZone to the sample data set for each number

of replicas 	 � " � 	�= . We ignored the case when

" � < , as the best location is obviously the node whose

average distance to all the other nodes is minimal. For

each value of " , we repetitively ran HotZone with values

of � ranging from 5 to � , taken in steps of 5. For

each value of � , we evaluated the resulting placement

by calculating the median distance between all nodes

and their closest replicas. The � value yielding the

shortest median distance was considered to be the best

for the given number of replicas " . The outcome of this

experiment was a set of observations, each being a pair

of ( " , best value of � ). This set is depicted in Figure 3.

To obtain a closed function formula, we applied the

non-linear regression algorithm implemented in Gnuplot

to our set of observations. The resulting values of � and

� were 0.126 ( 
 �� ) and 0.329 ( 
 �
� ), respectively, which

gave us the following closed formula for the cell edge

length � :

��
 �� $ �� �
where � is the average distance between nodes, and "
is the number of replicas. The corresponding function is

plotted in Figure 3. Note that since we computed the set

of observations based on a single data set, we used the

Fig. 4. Theoretical even replica distribution

set-specific value of the average inter-node distance �
equal to 670. As we show below, however, the resulting

closed function formula works also for other data sets,

for which the value of � is completely different.

Interpreting the values of � and � is difficult. As for

the value of � , we believe that it is determined by the

uneven distribution of nodes over the space. The value

of � , however, required a more detailed investigation.

Before running the experiments, we expected � to be�� (rather than
�
� ), which would correspond to the space

dimensionality. Our intuition was that, if the replicas are

distributed more-or-less evenly over the space, then they

will probably themselves form a regular structure similar

to a hypercube. For example, if we evenly divided a

square (2D) space among 4 replicas, then the replicas

would form a square. Similarly, if we were placing 8

replicas in a cubic (3D) space, then the replicas would

form a cube (see Figure 4). In both cases, the zone edge

length would be the space edge length divided by � � " ,

where " is the number of replicas, and � is the space

dimension.

The reason why this intuition is wrong is that spaces

produced by our GNP implementations have dimensions

of very different “width.” By the width of the 0 -th
dimension we mean the span of node coordinates along

the 0 -th coordinate. Wide dimensions contribute to the

actual distance between nodes, as they allow for large

differences between node positions. Narrow dimensions,

in turn, only slightly change node positions, but are im-

portant for the accuracy of latency estimation. However,

because HotZone groups nodes that have similar node

coordinates, it ignores narrow dimensions and benefits

only from wide ones. As it turns out, the space from
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which we derived the observation set contained only 3

broad dimensions with widths of 4920, 3840, and 1855

milliseconds (and 3 narrow ones withs widths of 320,

310, and 10 milliseconds). This may indicate why the

value of � is approximately
�
� instead of the expected

�� .

C. Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze the computational com-

plexity of HotZone. Similar to the notation used in the

previous sections, we use & to denote the number of

nodes, " to denote the number of replicas, and � to

denote the GNP space dimension.

The computational cost of HotZone consists of three

parts, each corresponding to a single step. The first step

is to determine the average distance between nodes. As

we show in Section IV, HotZone obtains a good estimate

of this distance by calculating the distance between a

fixed number of randomly-selected nodes. The cost of

this operation is constant.

The second step is to construct the set of zones.

HotZone first assigns nodes to their corresponding cells,

which costs  +!#&/) operations. Then, the set of non-

empty cells is translated to the set of zones. To do that,

HotZone identifies the neighboring cells of each cell,

and sums their densities. Given that each zone contains

a constant ( � 
 ) number of cells, and that the number of

cells cannot exceed & , this operation costs  	!#&() cell-

accesses. In our implementation, we sort all the cells

according to their center points right after all the nodes

have been assigned to their cells. We do so using Radix

sort, which costs  	!#& $ � ) �  	!#&() operations. Then,

we access individual cells using binary search, which

yields the cost of  	!#5#6�89&() per a cell access. This results

in the total cost of the second step being  +!#& $ 5#6�89&() .
The third step is to iteratively place replicas. For

each replica, we identify the most dense zone, which

requires inspecting all the zones. Since the number of

zones cannot exceed & , the identification of the most

dense zone costs  	!#&() operations in the worst case, as

we process all the cells in our cell table directly, and

without using binary search this time. Given that the

same operations are performed for each replica, the total

cost of the third step is  	!#" $ &() .

A potential source of overhead can be the update of

zones. Recall that, in every iteration, once a replica has

been placed in the most dense zone, we have to prevent

the nodes in that zone from being considered in the

subsequent algorithm iterations. This means updating not

only all the � 
 cells that belong to the most dense

zone, but also all the neighboring cells of these cells,

as the density of zones yielded by the neighbors must

be updated as well. This leads to the update of up to

� ' 
 cells. Although this constant is large, it makes Hot-

Zone independent of the number of nodes. This makes

HotZone particularly efficient in large systems. In our

implementation, each update costs  +!#576�89&() operations,

as we access the cell in question using binary search.

Still, however, the cost of placing a single replica is

 	!#&() .
The total computational cost of HotZone is the sum

of the costs of the above three steps:

 	! < ) ,  	!#& $ 5#6�89&/) ,  	!#" $ &() �  	!#& $ .���� !#5#6 8 &���" );)
This cost is significantly lower than that of the previously

proposed algorithms, such as greedy (  	!#" $ & ' ) ) and

HotSpot (  	!#& ' , .10 2 !#& $ 5#6�89& , & $ " ) ).

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate HotZone based on three data sets pro-

duced by SCoLE, a GNP-like system that we operate

using 12 landmarks deployed worldwide [3]. SCoLE

positions Web clients in a 6-dimensional space based

on latencies between these clients and a number of

Web servers acting as landmarks. Latencies are measured

while Web clients open HTTP connections to the Web

servers in order to retrieve small images. We embedded

references to these images in the Web documents con-

stituting the three Web sites participating in our node-

positioning experiment. In this way, SCoLE is able to

position Web clients visiting three independent Web

sites, which we treat as three different data sets (see

Table I). All the measurements used to produce these

data sets were performed between the 1st of February

and the 31st of March, 2004.
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Dataset Web Site Description Unique Clients Client Profile

Andy Andrew Tanenbaum’s home page 5,758 Universities all around the world

Cartoon Looney TunesTM fan site 14,682 US schools and broadband users

MP3 Dutch MP3 fan site 64,041 European broadband users

TABLE I

DATASET STATISTICS

A. Average Distance Calculation

Determining the right cell size is crucial to good

behavior of HotZone. Since the cell size depends on

the average distance between nodes, we first investigated

how the incremental calculation method performs on

our data sets. The results are presented in Figure 5 and

Table II.

As can be observed, irrespective of the size of the data

set, a similar number of nodes is necessary to calculate a

good estimate of the average distance. This observation

confirms that this cost should be treated as a constant

in the evaluation of the computational complexity of

HotZone. Furthermore, this constant time is very small

compared to the overall time of replica placement com-

putation (about 100 milliseconds vs. several seconds).

B. Closed Formula Verification

HotZone calculates the cell size using a formula that

depends on two parameters, � and � . Recall that in

Section III, we determined � and � by applying non-

linear regression to a set of optimal cell sizes, which

we computed based on a single sample data set. In this

experiment, we verify how general these � and � values

are by computing them for each of the other three data

sets. The results are presented in Table III.

As can be observed, the values of � and � computed

for the Andy and MP3 data sets are very similar to their

counterparts derived from the sample data set. However,

it is clearly not so for the Cartoon data set, where

the values of � and � are significantly different. We

believe that this is because of the fact that nodes in

the Cartoon data set are more evenly distributed over

the space. In that case, clients barely form any clusters,

which leads to an optimal cell size significantly larger

than expected. However, as we show in Section IV-C,

even sub-optimal � and � parameters lead to placements

almost as good as those produced by Greedy. According

to our calculations, using the data set-specific parameters

to compute placements for the Cartoon data set would

improve the placement quality by at most 10%. This

allows us to believe that the quality of placements is

quite resilient to changes in the values of � and � . More

research is needed to understand the reasons behind this

phenomenon.

C. Placement Quality Comparison

A popular method of evaluating replica placements is

calculation of the average latency between nodes and

their closest replicas. However, the results produced by

this method very much depend on outliers, which are

nodes whose latencies to any other nodes are very high.

Outliers typically use slow network connections, such as

modems, and do not tend to form clusters. Because of

these two factors, it is hard to improve the replica-access

latencies of outliers without placing replicas specifically

on them. We therefore decided to concentrate on the re-

maining nodes by evaluating placements with the median

latency between nodes and their closest replicas.

We evaluated HotZone against the Greedy and

HotSpot algorithms described in Section II. Recall that

HotSpot needs to know how to determine whether two

given nodes are neighbors or not. We configured HotSpot

to consider nodes to be neighbors only if the distance

between them is less than some threshold value. To

ensure the fairness of comparison, we tried various

threshold values and report only the best result.

We also considered a variant of HotSpot, which we

call “HotClear.” After placing a replica on a given node,

HotClear removes all the nodes from the neighborhood

of this node so that they are not considered in the
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Fig. 5. Incremental calculation of the average inter-node distance

Dataset Nodes Total Nodes Used ��������� ��	
��� � Calc. Time

Andy 5,758 740 (12.85%) 602 580 92 msec

Cartoon 14,682 650 (4.42%) 385 393 71 msec

MP3 64,041 820 (1.28%) 290 290 113 msec

TABLE II

INCREMENTAL CALCULATION OF THE AVERAGE INTER-NODE DISTANCE – STATISTICS

Dataset � value  value

Sample 0.126 0.329

Andy 0.154 0.310

Cartoon 0.363 0.651

MP3 0.130 0.373

TABLE III

THE VALUES OF THE � AND  COEFFICIENTS

subsequent iterations. Also in this case, we tried several

threshold values and report only the best result.

Ideally, we should also compare HotSpot against

placements yielding optimal median node-to-replica dis-

tance. However, since computing optimal placements

is unfeasible, we decided to approximate them using

Simplex-downhill, which is a multi-dimensional opti-

mization algorithm [14]. When applied to the placements

produced by HotZone, Simplex-downhill investigates

similar replica locations, and tries to move replicas so

that the median node-to-replica latency is reduced. We

refer to this method as “Refined.” Simplex-downhill is

computationally expensive, so it is unlikely that Refined

can be used in practical applications. Nevertheless, the

comparison between HotZone and Refined enables us

to estimate by how much the original placement can be

improved.

We apply the five evaluated algorithms to each of

the three data sets. We iteratively place " replicas, for

" between 1 and 20, and calculate the median node-

to-replica latency for each value of " . The results are

presented in Figure 6.

As can be observed, the original HotSpot algorithm

performs significantly worse than all the others. This is

not surprising: as it turns out, HotSpot places replicas

on nodes whose coordinates are close to the centers of

a few very active neighborhoods. Although these neigh-

borhoods may change depending on the threshold value,

the replicas are ultimately placed close to each other,

which results in poor performance. This is exactly the

effect that HotZone tries to avoid by using overlapping

network regions.

The remaining four algorithms produce comparable

results. Compared with Greedy, HotZone offers median
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Fig. 6. Placement quality comparison

latency that remains within 13%, 14% and 9% of that

offered by Greedy for the Andy, Cartoon, and MP3

data set, respectively. The average difference between

latencies offered by these two algorithms, however, is

between 3% and 5% in all the data sets. Note that

HotZone sometimes slightly outperforms Greedy, which

can be seen in the graph depicting the replica placement

based on the MP3 data set.

HotZone usually performs better than HotClear. In this

case, however, the average difference in latencies is very

small (between 5% and 7%) for the two smaller data

sets, but it increases to 16% for the biggest data set.

The case of HotClear shows that the original HotSpot

algorithm can easily be improved to work effectively

on node coordinate sets, but even then it still cannot

outperform HotZone.

In comparison with Refined, HotZone obviously per-

forms worse. However, the difference in the offered

median latency is not large and on average equals 8%,

12% and 5% (in the respective data sets). This may

indicate that the placements produced by HotZone can-

not be improved much, especially that they are already

comparable in terms of quality to those produced by

Greedy.

D. Placement Computation Times

The main advantage of HotZone over other algorithms

is its low computational cost. In this experiment, we

show how the differences in computational complexities

of different algorithms translate into placement compu-

tation times. We measured the execution times of the

five evaluated algorithms for each number of replicas

" between 1 and 20, based on all the three data sets.

The tests were performed on an idle PC equipped with a

Pentium III 1GHz. The results are depicted in Figure 7

(note the logarithmic time scale).

As can be observed, the time needed by HotZone to

compute its placements up to 3 orders of magnitude

lower than the time needed by Greedy. As for Refined,

the unpredictable nature of Simplex-downhill resulted

in irregular execution times. Still, it is interesting to

see that Refined is consistently faster than Greedy, even

though Refined nearly always produces better results

than Greedy.

In comparison with HotSpot and HotClear, the com-

putation time of HotZone is better only for the two larger

data sets, and the advantage of HotZone over these two

algorithms increases with the number of nodes in a data

set. For the smallest data set, however, the computation

time of HotZone is comparable to these of HotSpot

and HotClear. This indicates that HotZone is particularly

suitable for large-scale systems, where the number of

nodes is very high.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented HotZone, a novel replica placement

algorithm that optimizes node-to-replica latency based

on node coordinates produced by SCoLE. Similar to the

previously proposed HotSpot algorithm, HotZone places

replicas on nodes that along with their neighboring nodes

generate the highest load. In contrast to HotSpot, how-

ever, HotZone does not require that  +!#& ' ) operations

are performed to determine the neighborhood composi-

tion for all the & nodes in a given system. Instead, it

exploits the properties of node coordinates to determine

the composition of all neighborhoods faster. We have
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Fig. 7. Placement computation times

demonstrated that the computational cost of placing

" replicas using HotZone is  	!#& $ .�� � !#5#6�89& ��" );) ,
which is significantly lower than that of any previously

proposed algorithm. This makes HotZone attractive for

use in large-scale distributed systems.

HotZone produces results of comparable quality to

those of Greedy. Furthermore, for large data sets, the

computation time of HotZone is significantly lower than

those of the other evaluated algorithms. In particular, it is

up to 3 orders of magnitude lower than the computation

time of Greedy.

We plan to use HotZone in Globule, a peer-to-peer

Content Delivery Network that our group is develop-

ing [15]. We believe that it will help us efficiently place

replicas among a large number of Globule nodes.
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